Russia locks down Olympic security

Talking points
1. How well do these European cartoonists deliver their messages to an international audience?
2. Is security tighter for this year’s Winter Olympics than in past games?
3. What security threat worries Russians the most?
4. What recent incidents have heightened security worries for the Sochi games?
5. What has happened at past Olympic games that could influence security planning?

Between the lines
Security is “particularly challenging in Sochi because of its proximity to areas of unrest.” - James Comey, FBI director.

Additional resources
More by Patrick Chappatte
http://www.cagle.com/author/patrick-chappatte/
More by Marian Kamensky
http://www.cagle.com/author/marian-kamensky/
Association of American Editorial Cartoonists
http://editorialcartoonists.com/